Standard algebraic invariants of proper homotopy type are discussed. These do not naturally fit into long exact sequences. Groups of proper homotopy classes of proper maps of Euclidean spaces and open annuli which do naturally form a long exact sequence are defined, and a diagram relating these groups to the standard algebraic invariants of proper homotopy type is given. The structures defined are used to compare several notions of essentiality for proper maps. Some results and examples are given for proper maps of spaces into manifolds of dimension 2 and 3. These results are used to add information to a theorem of Brown and Feustel about properly embedding planes in 3-manifolds.
1. Introduction. The starting point for these investigations is the following theorem of Brown and Feustel [BF] :
// there is a proper essential map from E2 (Euclidean 2-space) into a 3-manifold M, then there is a proper essential embedding of E2 into M. (A map is proper if the inverse image of each compact set is compact.)
The definition of essential as used in [BF] will be given in the next paragraph. We are interested to know which forms of essentiality can be used that make the above theorem true. We expand this question to a study of the relationships between different forms of essentiality. The analysis, restricted to maps of planes into 3-manifolds, allows us finally to write down a stronger version of Brown and Feustel's theorem for a restricted class of 3-manifolds. We will now be more specific.
Let M be a noncompact 3-manifold, let K be a compact set in M, let A be a component of M -K, and let G be a normal subgroup of trx(A). We say that a proper map/: E2 -» Mis (K, G)-essentialif for each disk D çz E2 with/_1(AT) £ D, we have that f\dD represents a conjugacy class of ttx(A) outside of G. The full statement of the main theorem in [BF] is:
(1.1) If M is a noncompact 3-manifold, K ç M is compact, A is a component of M -K, G is normal in irx(A), and there is a proper map f: E2 -> M that is (K,G)-essential, then there is a proper embedding g: E2 -> M that is (K,G)-essential.
Let /: X -* Y be proper. We say that / is discretely trivial if for every compact K in Y there is a compact C in X and a map/': X -» Y so that Im(/') misses K and/' = / off C. Note that a proper map /: E2 -+ M fails to be (K, G)-essential for all pairs ( K, G) if and only if it is discretely trivial. We say that a proper map /: X -» Y is compactly trivial if for every compact ri in 7 there is a proper homotopy H: X X / -» Y (the homotopy // is a proper homotopy if it is a proper map on A' X /) so that //0 = / and Im(//,) misses A. Note that for reasonable domains (e.g., locally finite simplicial complexes) compactly trivial implies discretely trivial. Lastly we say that a proper map /: X -* Y is properly trivial if there is a proper map F: X X [0, oo) -» F so that F(x, 0) = f(x) for all .x g X. Clearly properly trivial implies compactly trivial. The following questions arise where X and Y are locally finite simplicial complexes and/: X -» F is proper.
(1.2) ///¿s discretely trivial, must it be compactly trivial! (1.3) ////j compactly trivial, must it be properly triviall The more delicate question is (1.3). The following summarizes the status of (1.3) in those cases that we answer.
(a) Xis arbitrary, Y = 2-manifold "yes";
(1.4) (b) X = S2, Y = 3-manifold "yes";
(c) X = S\, E\ E2, Y = 3-manifold "no".
The problem originally considered in connection with the theorem of Brown and Feustel concerned X = E2 and Y a 3-manifold. In this case we find conditions on Y for which the answer is "yes". A corollary of our findings (see (4.7) below) is:
(1.5) If M is a 3-manifold with 772M = 0 and f: E2 -> M is proper, then the following are equivalent:
(i)f is discretely trivial.
(ii) fis compactly trivial. ( i i i ) / is properly trivial.
Together with (1.1) this implies:
(1.6) // M is a 3-manifold with w2M = 0 and f: E2 -* M is proper and not properly trivial, then there is a proper embedding g: E2 -» M that is not discretely trivial.
In §2 of this paper we describe in some detail the algebraic framework into which these questions fit. (Question (1.3) must be modified slightly for compact domains to take care of a "basepoint" problem.) The structures defined consist of groups calculated from the usual homotopy groups, other groups (the Steenrod homotopy groups of the title), and various homomorphisms and exact sequences connecting them. Our contribution here is primarily arrangement (see especially (2.13) below) since much of §2 is gathered from work in other areas: The algebraic topology of compact metric spaces and inverse limits [S, Mill, Mil2, BK] ; proper homotopy theory [Bl, B2, Ce, D] ; and "strong" shape theory [Ql, Q2, F, KO] , The bridge between the first two topics was first indicated in [Ch] , A very abstract combined view of all three topics was written out in [EH] . Much of §2 below is contained License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use implicitly in [EH] although the authors of the present paper do not know a practical way of extracting §2 from [EH] , We include many details for completeness since they are scattered in the literature or are otherwise unrecorded, and omit many others that can be easily supplied by the reader.
In §3 we show how the material in §2 applies to questions (1.2) and (1.3). In §4 we give the results and counterexamples for low-dimensional manifolds that are summarized in (1.4).
We will use Z, Z+, E' and S' to represent, respectively, the integers, the nonnegative integers, Euclidean /-space and the /-sphere. All homology groups will be over Z. In §4 we consider manifolds and maps between manifolds. These will all be piecewise linear. We will use Fr X for X n(Y -A") (the topological frontier of X) when X çz Y, and 9 X for the combinatorial boundary of A" when A" is a manifold.
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2. All spaces in this section are locally finite CW complexes. With proper map and proper homotopy as defined above, one defines proper homotopy equivalence and proper homotopy type in the obvious way. All the structures that we define in this section are invariants of proper homotopy type.
An end of X is an equivalence class of sequences (U¡) of nonempty, connected open sets in X with empty intersection so that Ui + X ç U¡, each U¡ has noncompact closure and compact frontier and where (U¡) ~ (V¡) if the two sequences are cofinal (i.e., every i has a j and every j has a k so that Uk çz V¡ çz U¡). There is another definition equivalent to this that is also useful. An end of X is an equivalence class of proper maps r: [0, oo) -* X where rx -r2 if rx\Z+ and r2\Z+ are properly homotopic. Compact spaces have no ends, F1 has 2 ends (denoted + oo and -oo) and E", n > 2, and [0, oo) have one end each (denoted oo). If/: X -> Y is proper and e is an end of X, then/carries e to a unique end of Y which we denote by/(e). If e is an end of A", then a base ray for e is a proper map r: [0, oo) -> X so that r(oo) = e (or equivalently [/-] = e). A base ray for e plays a role analogous to a basepoint.
Let e be an end of a connected space A represented by (IF) and let r be a base ray for e chosen so that r[j, oo) ç \J for each/ g Z + . Consider the following diagram whose rightmost terms are w0( X) = [*]:
The groups in row j are based at r(j). Each horizontal row is the homotopy exact sequence of a pair. The vertical arrows between rows/ and/ -1 are the inclusion induced homomorphisms composed with the change of basepoint isomorphisms using the path r\[j -1, j]. The diagram commutes. Each column is an inverse sequence of groups which depends on (I/.) and r. Replacing (U¡) by a sequence (K) that also represents e gives a sequence closely related to the first. Let (A¡, </>,.) and (B¡, $¡) be inverse sequences of groups. We say that these sequences are pro-isomorphic (p.i.) if homomorphisms (a¡) exist making the following diagram commute: u{(jc,0, z)\l o<2,ze Z+}.
For this space, the column of (2.1) whose entries are trx(Uj) will have inverse limit Z if base ray r(t) -(1,0, /) is used and trivial inverse limit if r(t) = (2,0, /) is used. All algebraic objects in this section will depend on a fixed base ray, but for brevity this will not be expressed in the notation. By taking the inverse limit of each column, (2.1) yields the following sequence:
In general this sequence fails to be exact, but is a chain complex. It is exact at lim77,(6/) for all i > 1, which the reader may show now directly or wait until later when it follows from more general considerations. There is a sequence closely related to (2.4) which is exact. Let * be a basepoint for S' and let s: [0, oo) -» S' X [0, oo) take t to (*, /). Let -rr^e), i > 0, be equivalence classes of proper maps/: S' X [0, oo) -> X satisfying/ ° s = r. For / = 0 we further require that/(e,) = f(e2) = e where ex and e2 are the two ends of 5° X [0, oo). We say / ~ g if/and g are properly homotopic rel {*} X [0, oo). A product fg is defined in 7r;v(e) for / > 1 by forming the product (/|S'x{/})(g|S'x{,})
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use as in 77,( A"; r(t)) at each /. The set w0s(e) is pointed by letting/: S° X [0, oo) -» X taking (x, t) to r(t) represent the distinguished element. There is a natural map a;: tr,s(e) -» lim77,(1/) taking/to the sequence ([f\S' X {f,-}]') where tx < t2 < ■ ■ ■ are chosen so that /(S' X [r,, oo)) ç C/, for each / and [f\S' X (iy}]' represents the image in w^W, r(j)) of [f\S' X {r;}] G vr,(JUj, r(iy)) under the change of basepoint isomorphism using the path r\[j, t,\. The reader can show that the map is well defined and an epimorphism. We defer the discussion of kernel a¡. Now let E' for / > 1, be represented by spherical coordinates (t, x), t g [0, oo),
where all pairs (0, x) represent the origin. Here let s: [0, oo) -» E' take t to (/,*). Let 77,S(A, e) be equivalence classes of proper maps /: F' -> X satisfying f ° s = r. For / = 1 we require that /(-oo) = /(oo) = e. We say f ~ g if / and g are properly homotopic rel Im(s). A product fg is defined on tt,s(X, e) for / > 2 by forming (f\s¡-l) (g\srl) as in 77,_1(Ar; r(t)) at each i, where 5/_1 is the set of all (/, x) for a fixed r. The set trx(X, e) is pointed by letting /: F1 -» A taking (t, x) to /-(/) represent the distinguished element. There is a natural map £,:77,s(A,e)^lim77, (A,c/) taking/ to the sequence ([/|(i, x): t < tfY) where ^ < t2 < • • • are chosen so that for each j f(t, x) çz Uj if / 5* f and where [f\(t, x): t < tj\' represents the image in 77,(A, Uf, r(j)) under the change of basepoint isomorphism using r\j, tf\ of the element [f\(t, x): t < tj [ in 77, (A", Uf, r(tj) ]. Again the reader should show that e, is well defined and an epimorphism. Again discussion of ker e, is deferred. We will see in the next section that ker e, is trivial if ker a¡_x is trivial.
We call the groups 77,s(e) and tr^X, e), respectively, the absolute and relative Steenrod homotopy groups of e.
We have a sequence ending at 770( A) (2.5) ■•• -77,s(e) 1 77,( A) \ 77,s( X, e) 1 ^x(e) -^ ■■-, where the fact that each t7,s is based at r and each 77, is based at r(0) is suppressed from the notation. To help define the homomorphisms, we let a: B' -* S' be the quotient map from the unit ball in E' onto S' whose only singularity is to take all of dB-to {*}. Now /?," [/] is/|5/ X {0}, y,"[/]|F' is/oa while y,"[/](r, x) is r(t -1) for t > 1, and 8'/[f](x, t) is /(/, x) again using spherical coordinates for E'. Exactness is straightforward where, in the rightmost terms without group structures, exact means "kernel = image" and "kernel" is the inverse image of the distinguished element. The sequence (2.5) is an analog of the homotopy exact sequence of the pair (M, 3Af ) for a compact manifold with boundary where e plays the role of a missing boundary component. In fact, if F is a component of dM, e is the end of M -F, and r is a base ray for e following the product structure in a collar on F, then there are natural homomorphisms from 77,(F) to tT,s(e) and from tt¡(M, F) to 77,s( M -F, e). These do not in general seem to be onto, but a straightforward exercise shows them to be one-to-one. The relation between (2.5) and (2.4), the failure of exactness of (2.4) and the nature of ker a, and kere, can be discussed after another invariant of inverse sequences of groups is defined. Let (A¡, (/>,) be an inverse sequence of groups and let TIAj act on itself on the left by defining
We let lim1 A¡ denote the orbit space of this action. The set lim1 A¡ inherits a group structure from Y1A¡ if the groups A¡ are abelian. Otherwise lim1 A¡ is a pointed set with the orbit of (1, 
Thus setting A(c,) = d(b¡) gives a well-defined map.
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The sequence (2.7) says that lim preserves kernels and, in the abelian case, lim1 preserves cokernels. (To say that lim1 preserves images is wrong.) We now consider a, : 77,s( e ) -» lim ir, ( Uj ) and e, : t7,s( A, e ) -» lim 77, ( X, Uj ).
The following are exact:
where (2.8) for ; = 0 and (2.10) are exact as sequences of pointed sets. (The validity of (2.8) for / = 0 is proved in [Mih] .)
Before giving arguments, we show that (2.9) will follow from (2.11) {1} -» Uni {ker ßi) -* tT,s(X,e) i lim ir,■{ X, t/y.) -* (1), i > 2.
Consider the short exact sequence
which gives by (2.6) the exact sequence (2.12) (1} -» lim(kerô, + 1) -» limw,.+ 1( A, t/y) -» lim(ImS, + 1) -» Backer S/+1) -* üaíwl+l(X,Uj) £ liní(ImS/+1) '-* {*}■ But Imô, + i = ker/8, and kerÔ, + 1 = Imy, + 1. However lirrr(ImY, + 1) must be trivial since (Im y,+ 1) is the homomorphic image of the stable sequence 77i + 1( X) (note that i + 1 is not the running index for the sequence) and lim1 preserves cokernels. For / > 2, (2.12) is a sequence of groups giving lim177, + j ( A, Uj ) = lim1 (ker yS, ).
For / = 1, p_1(*) = (*) but we cannot conclude that p is one-to-one. To verify (2.8) we will define a map k from ker a, to lim1 îti+1(IF) which must then be shown to be a homomorphism, one-to-one and onto for / > 1, and just one-to-one and onto for / = 0. If/: S' X [0, 00) -» A represents an element in kera/; then it can be reparametrized so that, for each/, f(S' X [j, 00)) çz t/. and f\S' X {j} extends to a singular map of an (/ + l)-ball into Uf. For ease in notation we will refer to this extension as Bj. If/ < k, we will let BjBk represent the singular sphere obtained by sewing together the maps Bj,f\S' X [j, k] and -Bk, where the minus sign indicates a reversal of orientation needed to insure that the equation B¡Bk + BkB¡ = BjBt makes sense if sufficient care is paid to basepoints. For j > k we reverse thê 77,5(<?) 
-* 77,s( A, e) X lim77,(X, Uj) -* {1}, i > 2, orientation of the annular section. We regard B}Bk as based at (*, /), * g S'. To view it in 77,(6/,), / </, then a change of basepoint isomorphism using r\[l, j] is used. We now let k[f] be the class of the sequence (BjBj+x) in lim1 wl+í(UA. If balls B-are chosen instead of Bj, then it is seen that the action of (B'jBj) on (B Bl+1) yields (B-Bj+X). Independence of reparametrization is easy, and iff is properly homotopic to/rel {*} X [0, oo), then each can be reparametrized so that the track of S' X [j, oo) stays in £/. during the homotopy. The sequence of spheres for / and /' are thus equivalent. To check that k is a homomorphism when / > 1 is straightforward. To show that k is one-to-one and onto, one starts with the trivial annulus/: S' X [0, oo) defined by f(x, t) = r(t) and pipes spheres at regular intervals to the annulus to show onto, and to the trivial spanning (/ + l)-balls at each r(j) to show one-to-one while reviewing the definitions. To show one-to-one for i = 0 one pipes circles to the spanning arcs connecting the two rays of arbitrary elements of 770s(e).
To deal with (2.10) and (2.11) we again put E' in spherical coordinates (/, x), t g [0, oo), x g S'-1. If/: E' -» X represents an element in kere,, then reparametrization gives f(t, x) g Uj whenever / >/. If C = {(x, t)\t </}, then /|C-is homotopic rel3Cy to a singular map Bj into U. Now the spheres BjBj+x (notation of previous paragraph) are null homotopic in A and are thus elements in the kernel of /?,: 77,(Uf) -* 77,( A). The rest of the argument is indentical to the previous one.
We now fit together a diagram ending with the terms 770(A"):
(2.13)
In the diagram, hirr772( A, t/.) is replaced by lim^ker^!). Each column is exact and the middle row is exact. The ladder between the bottom two rows commutes by the construction of the groups and the homomorphisms between them. The map Sf is induced by ô," and it exists because the square involving Ô," and 5,' commutes. For / > 2 it is easily checked that 8* is also the homomorphism between lim1 groups induced by the inverse sequence morphism 8¡. For i ^ 2 this is the homomorphism p of (2.12) composed with the homomorphism t| of (2.14) {1} -lim ( License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use
When i = 1, the map Sf is simply the map rj. It is seen that the ladder between the top two rows commutes by some simple diagram chasing and, in the few cases where the sets involved are not groups, by direct checking. There are six entries in (2.13) that are groups but are not necessarily abelian. In these positions it is easily seen that the image of the arrow from the left is a normal subgroup.
We can now discuss a measure of the failure of exactness of (2.4) or the bottom row of (2.13). Assume a diagram of groups, not necessarily abelian
where each row is a chain complex in which each image is a normal subgroup, where the upper vertical arrows are monomorphisms, the lower vertical arrows are epimorphisms, and each column is exact. We can define homology groups in the usual way down to H¡(C), H¡_X(A) and H¡_X(B). The standard derivation of the long exact homology sequence from a short exact sequence of chain complexes goes through unaltered in the situation above to give a sequence of homology groups (2.16)
which is exact down to the term H¡_X(A). We can truncate (2.13) so that its last few columns are: that y-, y' in n(x) and y in Im ôf implies y' in Im Of, and so that x is in Imyi if and only if some y in n(x) is in Im Of. We leave the details to the reader. We do not know whether there is a natural bijection between ker YÍ/Im ß[ and ker Sf or whether the apparently multiple valued n above is actually single valued. (2.22) Example. We can give a very simple example to show that (2.4) generally fails to be exact at lhri77,(A, Uf), / > 1. Let F' + 1, i > 1, again be represented in spherical coordinates (/, x) and let M' + l be F' + 1 with open balls of radius \ and centered at all (/, *),/ g Z + , removed. By abusing notation slightly we can identify 8* with the function tj in (2.14). The exactness of (2.14) says (even for / = 1) that 8* is onto if and only if linr(Im/?,) is trivial or, equivalently, the sequence (Im/?,) is semistable. It is easy to check that (Im /?,.) is not semistable for M' + l. The reader must wait until §4 for an example showing the failure of exactness of (2.4) at 77,( A").
Remarks. We point out that (2.18) and (2.19) follow from much more general considerations. Let The functor lim1 on inverse sequences is the first right derived functor of the left exact, covariant functor lim. For inverse sequences (or, more generally, inverse systems over countable indexing sets as opposed to arbitrary indexing sets), the higher derived functors of lim vanish (see [BK, Chapter XI, §6 .4] for remarks and references). Thus (2.7) follows from general considerations about derived functors (see [Mac, Chapter XII, §9 and HS, Chapter IV, §6] ). The isomorphism in (2.23) can also be derived from the definition of derived functor. The isomorphism in (2.23) also holds for other inexact functors whose second derived functors vanish (e.g., Horn and ® on abelian groups) where the index increase of 2 is replaced by a decrease of 2 depending on the variance and whether the functor is right or left exact. In light of these comparisons, (2.8) and (2.9) can be viewed as "universal coefficient theorems".
3. In this section we discuss (1.2) and (1.3) in light of the structures developed in §2. Since the structures of §2 depend heavily on a given base ray, we will introduce some restrictions. These restrictions will have greater effect on maps with compact domains.
If/: K -» A" is a proper map between infinite, locally finite, simplicial complexes, then we will assume that base rays rx: [0, oo) -» K and r2: [0, oo) -» A are given, where /-, is an embedding to a subcomplex and r2= f ° rx. In this situation we will say that / is proper rel the given base ray r2. Note that a proper map is always rel some base ray. If K is finite, then we can form the wedge of K and [0, oo) at {0} and require that /|[0, oo) be a given base ray of X. We then say that the extended / is proper rel the given base ray. We will abuse notation and let K represent both the original finite complex and the wedge with [0, oo) and we will let/represent both the original map and the extension. Context will determine a given reference. In this section we require all maps to be rel a given base ray.
We also restrict homotopies. If r: [0, oo) -» A" is a base ray and F: K X J -» X is a homotopy (/ = [0, n] or [0, oo)) so that F0 carries a basepoint x0 g K to r(0), then we require that F(x{), t) = r(t) for / g /. This is not a severe restriction. Let /, g: 
misses L and so that F'(x0, t) = r(t) for t g [0, «] and G'(x0, t) = r(t) for t G [0, oo).
Note that if/: AT -> Ais proper rel some base ray and K = S', then we can regard [/] as an element of ir¡(X) flexibly taken to be any of the groups labeled 77,( A) in (2.1) and (2.13). If K = E', then we can regard [/] as an element of 77,s(X, e) where e is the end corresponding to the given base ray. The notation in the statements in this section is consistent with that of (2.1) and (2.13).
In (3.1)-(3.8) we assume an /: K -» X that is proper rel some base ray. The demonstrations are either trivial or straightforward and are left to the reader. In the rest of this section we discuss Question (1.3) for/: K -* X proper rel r for an arbitrary locally finite complex K. We discuss this under assumptions of triviality of the kernels of the homomorphisms (a,). These turn out to be very strong assumptions. What we obtain mirrors various movability results in shape theory. We will several times, without reference, use the Geoghegan-Gray equivalence between the semistability of an inverse sequence of countable groups and the triviality of its lim1.
(3.9) If ker ai_x is trivial, then ker e, is trivial.
This follows fromkere, = linr1 (ker/?,.), kera,_! = lhrr^/t/)) and from (3.10) If0: (A¡) -» (B¡) is a homomorphism of inverse sequences (6 = (0,: A¡ -» B¡) and ladder commutes), the bonding homomorphisms of (B¡) are monomorphisms and (A,) is semistable, then (kerf?,) is semistable.
(3.11) If ker a,_, is trivial, then for each k there exists aJ^kso that iff: E' -» A represents an element of ker(5,'e,) in tr^X, e) and f properly homotopes to /': E' -> Uj, then f is properly trivial in Uk.
Proof. Since (77, (17)) is semistable, there is a / ^ k so that Im77,(c/)), for any j > J, in Tr,(Uk) is the same as lxrx ir¡(Uj) in ir¡(Uk). Let/properly homotope to/': F' -> Uj. We can assume that the homotopy is relative to the complement of some compact subset of E'. Now consider (2.13) with A replaced by Uk or Uj. The system (Uj) for either new diagram is obtained from the old by dropping a finite number of terms. Thus we have lirrf( 77,(17)) trivial, a¡_x and e, one-to-one, and [/'] an element of ker(6,'e,) in either diagram. Thus [/'] is in ker 8'/ = Imy," and /' is properly homotopic in Uj to a "sphere with tail". Since the "tail" is a section of the base ray, our choice of Uj says that/' properly homotopes in Uk to a map into any UJfj > J. Thus in (2.13) with Uk in the role of A, [/'] is an element in ker e, and is thus trivial in v,s(Ük, e).
This gives a sufficient condition for a positive answer to (1.3).
(3.12) Let K be locally finite and finite dimensional with top dimension p and let f: K -» X be proper rel r. If for all i < p we have lirrr(77; (£/■)) trivial and f is compactly trivial, then f is properly trivial.
We leave the details of the proof to the reader. Use (3.11) repeatedly p times, together with the fact that pushing the /-skeleton of AT to oo stretches the interior of each (/ + l)-simplex in K into a proper map of F' + 1. The finite-dimensionality of K and the compactly trivial hypothesis allow enough room for the repetitions.
We have a minor modification of (3.12) whose proof we leave to the reader. (3.13) Let K be locally finite and finite dimensional with top dimension p and let f: K -> X be proper rel r. Assume K is q-connected for some q < p and that linr(tr^(Uj)) is trivial for all i with a < i < p. Then f is properly trivial if it is compactly trivial.
4. In this section we give results and examples with low-dimensional manifolds. We first need a fact that gives information about 77,s(X, e) similar to that given in (2.10) and (2.11). Notation is as in §2.
(4.1) Let f: E' -* X be proper rel r and compactly trivial. Assume each /?,: 77,(i/) -* 77, (A") is infective for eachj. Then f is properly trivial. Further iff: E' -» U, is properly homotopic tof, thenf is properly trivial in U.
The first conclusion is weaker than (3.8)(c). The second is straightforward and is left to the reader.
This now allows us to state (4.2) Let f:K->Mbe proper rel r, where K is locally finite and M is a 2-manifold.
If f is compactly trivial, then it is properly trivial.
The proof follows from (4.1) in much the same way that (3.12) follows from (3.11). The difference in the treatment of the subscripts between (4.1) and (3.11) allows us to drop the assumption of finite-dimensionality. The only 2-manifold that cannot be arranged so that /?, is always injective is E2, and a map into F2 is properly trivial if and only if it can be properly homotoped off some point.
Before we give results about 3-manifolds we list some needed facts. (4.6) If M is a 3-manifold, (Uf) are as in §2, and, for allj, each component F of Fr U, has 77j(F) -> trx(M) injective, then either M is properly homotopy equivalent to E3 or ir2(Uj) -* tr2(M) is injective for all but finitely many j.
This follows from (4.3) and (4.4)(a) and from the observation that spheres in Fr U can be piped together and to other components (if any) in Fr {/■ in 17. without destroying the hypothesis. So we may assume that Fr c7 is a 2-sphere or has no 2-spheres for each/.
We can now state to what extent the answer to (1.3) is yes for maps of planes into 3-manifolds. Later an example will show that this is "best possible".
(4.7) Let M be a 3-manifold and r be a base ray to some end of M. Let (Uj) be as in §2 and assume that it2(Uj) -> tt2(M) is trivial for somej or assume that for eachj, each component F of Fr U has 77,(F) -» trx(M) injective. Then every f: E2 -> M proper rel r that is compactly trivial is properly trivial.
Proof. By (3.8)(c) we need to show ker e2 is trivial. But ker e2 is linr(ker/?2) where ß2: (ir2(Uf) -** tr2(M)) is a homomorphism of inverse sequences induced by inclu-sion. By (4.5) and (4.6) either M is properly homotopy equivalent to F3 (in which case (ker/?2) is stable) or (ker/?2) is trivial.
We now show that the answer to (1.3) is yes for maps of 2-spheres into 3-manifolds. The proof uses basic 3-manifold techniques and needs no assumption of the map being proper rel some fixed base ray. The proof actually says something about the structure of the manifold. We give some definitions needed in the statement. Let S2 X [0, oo) be altered by replacing each S2 X [/, / + 1] by a connected sum of S2 X [/, / + 1] and a finite number of homotopy 3-spheres. We call the resulting space a proper homotopy S2 X [0, oo) (p.h. S2 X [0, oo)). Now let a space X be double covered by a p.h. S2 X [0, oo) so that each S2 X {/}, / g (Z + -{0}), projects to a separating, 2-sided projective plane. We cannot say that X is obtained from P2 X [0, oo) by taking connected sums with homotopy spheres (see the first paragraph of proof of 10.2 in [H] ); however, we will still refer to such an A as a p.h. P2 X [0, oo). If we apply the sphere theorem to each H[, we obtain a 2-sphere or 2-sided projective plane 2, embedded in Mj + X -Mj that is not contractible in M. We will show that / homotopes into 2, and that each pair 2,, 2,+ 1 is the boundary of a compact 3-manifold covered by a connected sum of S2 X I and a finite number of homotopy spheres. If 2, fails to separate, then a simple closed curve demonstrating this would have nonzero intersection number with / since / is nontrivial and 77^(2,) -» 772( AF) is one-to-one. This would contradict the compact triviality of/and so 2, must separate. These facts will suffice to finish the theorem.
We now give the promised demonstrations. Fix an / and consider H' + 2: S2 X / -> M. Let Y¡ and Yj+X be the components of Mi+X -M, and Mi + 2 -Mi+X containing 2, and 2, + 1, respectively. There are compact submanifolds W¡ and Wi+X of S2 X / so that for/ = i, i + 1, W, is a component of (H' + 2)~l(Yi), dW¡ contains exactly two components A/ and B¡ that each separate S2 X {0} from S2 X {1} and so that H' + 2 carries A¡ and Bj to disjoint components of Fr Yr Let M be the universal cover of M, let H' + 2 be a lift of H' + 2, for/ = i, i + 1, let Yj be a component of the preimage of Y¡ so that H' + 2(Wj) ç Yj, and let 2; be a component of the preimage of 2; in ¥,.
Now fix/ at either / or / + 1. Let Yj be the union of Y and all its complementary domains that have compact closure. Let Wj be that component of (H'+2)~1(Yj) that contains Wj. We note that A} and Bj are components of aWj since otherwise H¿+2 would be homologous to zero (and thus null homotopic) in M. Let F be a component of oWj other than A/ or Bj. Since F bounds a compact 3-manifold in S2 X /, F must be carried with degree 0 to a component of Fr Yj by H' + 2. The degree of H' + 2 must be nonzero on both A, and BJ since FT¿+2 is not null homotopic.
Since Hi+2(Aj) and Hi+2(B/) are disjoint, the total degree of Hi+2 on 8IF/ into Fr YJ must be nonzero and thus the degree of H'+2\Wj is nonzero. (Use the correspondence between the geometric and algebraic methods of computing degree [E, Lemma 2.1]). In particular H' + 2 carries Wj onto Yj and, more to the point, . Im H' + 2 must contain 2y and Im H¡+2 must contain 2;. Applying (4.4)(b) to H' + 1 we learn that H¿+2 =/must homotope into 2-. Applying (4.4)(b) to H' + 1 we learn that some nonzero multiple (since H(f2 is not null homologous) of [2,] in H2(M) is homologous to [2, + 1] in H2(M). Since H2(M) is torsion free, we have that 2, and 2, + 1 bound a compact, necessarily simply connected 3-manifold Z which must be homeomorphic to a connected sum of S2 X [0,1] and finitely many homotopy 3-spheres. Since HX(M) is zero, each of 2, and 2, + 1 separates M. Thus any translate of 2, or 2, + 1 in Z separates 2, from 2, + 1 (since 2,, 2, + 1 and their translates are essential). In Z, there is a Z' which is a connected sum of S2 X / and homotopy 3-spheres, which is bounded by a translate of 2, and a translate of 2, + 1 and whose interior contains no translates of 2, or 2, + 1. The submanifold of M bounded by 2, and 2, + 1 is covered once or twice by Z', depending on whether 2,.is a 2-sphere or projective plane. This completes the proof.
(4.9) Example. We give an example of a map from Sl to a 3-manifold that is compactly trivial (even if the map is extended to one rel a base ray by wedging Sl with [0, oo)) but is not properly trivial. This example fills in several gaps in the previous narrative. It shows that the homomorphism 8* of (2.13) need not have trivial kernel (see (3.4) and following remarks). By (2.20) this then gives an example where (2.4) fails to be exact at trx(X) (see Example (2.22) and concluding remarks). Lastly, (3.9) shows that the domain of 8* is trivial whenever the range of 8* is trivial. Thus the obvious approach to building a homomorphism 8* with nontrivial kernel is ruled out. This example shows that ker 8* can be nontrivial in spite of this restriction. Since kerSf is contained in kere^ we also have by (3.8)(c) a space which admits compactly trivial but not properly trivial maps of F1. This is no surprise since Sl wedge [0, oo) is a carrier for an obvious map of F1 whose proper triviality would imply the proper triviality of the map onS1. After this example we will give a more compelling example for maps of F1.
Let Tx ç T2 be a pair of solid tori arranged as shown in Figure 1 . Embed T2 in a solid torus T3 so the pair (T3,T2) is homeomorphic to the pair (T2, Tx). Continue, embedding T, in Ti + X so (T, + 1, Tf) is homeomorphic to (T2, Tx). Let M = \JXT,. The inclusions T¡ £ T, + 1 and 77,-çz M are homotopy equivalences. Let J be the centerline Figure 1 of Tx and let r: [0, oo) -* M be proper so that r~l(J) = {0}. We consider the inclusion of J into M wedged with r. Call this combined map /. It is compactly trivial because M is a union of solid tori and the domain of / is 1-dimensional. We will now show that the inclusion J çz M by itself is not properly trivial. We record some facts. We learned of the first from Joe Martin.
(4.10) There is a self-homeomorphism of(T2 -Tx) that switches oTx and 3T2. Proof. Split (T2 -Tx) along the annulus A in Figure 1 to yield a compact space X bounded by a torus containing two copies A+ and A~ of A. An isotopy of 3A switches A + and A ~. This isotopy gives a self-homeomorphism of a collar of 3 A" in X which is fixed on the inner boundary of the collar and which is the end map of the isotopy on 3 X. Use the identity map off the collar to extend to all of X. Now resew along A + and A ~ to regain T2 -Tx. (4.12) The surface 3T2 is incompressible in T2 -Tx. Proof. From (4.10) and (4.11). (4.13) There is no map h: Sl X / -» T2 -fx with h~\dTx) = S1 X {0}, h~\aT2) = Sl X {1} andh\Sl X {0} a generator of irx(Tx).
Proof. Assume such an h. Since Tx ç T2 is a homotopy equivalence, hlS1 X (1} is a generator of 77j(T2). A homotopy of h supported on Sl X [J,l] converts h(Sx X (1}) to a simple closed curve in 3T2 piercing A exactly once. Cutting T2 along a meridinal disk containing A, twisting, resewing and re-embedding in F3 takes this curve to one bounding a disk in F3 -T2 while taking Tx back to itself. This would compress dTx in F3 -Tx.
(4.14) For all i, 3T, is incompressible in M -Tx. This follows from (4.11) and (4.12).
(4.15) The inclusion of J into M is not properly trivial.
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use , and there is an essential annulus R in J X [n, oo) with one boundary curve a component of h'l(aTi), the other boundary curve a component of /i_1(3T/+1), and with all components of /i_1(3T, U 3T, + 1) in R trivial in R. Since /¡(F) misses Tx and since 3T, and 377, + 1 are incompressible in M -Tx, we can alter h on R so that h~l(dT¿ U 377/ + ,) = 3F. Since F is essential in J X [n, oo), and J is a generator of 77[(M) and thus 77,(77,), the component of 3F mapping to 377, generates 77, (77,) . The altered h on R now violates (4.13).
(4.16) Example. Let W be the Whitehead manifold. It is a contractible, open 3-manifold that is an ascending union of solid tori and it is described in [NW] . (It was first described in [W] .) In [NW] a system of neighborhoods of the end of W is given, and at the end of [NW] sufficient information is given about 77, of these neighborhoods to show that the inverse sequence of 77, of these neighborhoods is not semistable. Since 77,(IF) is trivial, the sequence (ker/?,) (notation §2) is exactly the 77, sequence and lhTr(ker/?,) = ker e, is not trivial (see (2.10)). Thus by (3.8)(c) there are compactly trivial proper maps of F1 into XV that are not properly trivial. Since W is an ascending union of solid tori, every proper map of F1 into W is compactly trivial. Since 77,(W) is trivial for all i every map of S' into W proper rel any ray is properly trivial.
(4.17) Example. This will be an example of a proper map from E2 to a 3-manifold that is compactly trivial but not properly trivial. It should be compared to the hypotheses of (4.7). Let E= {jcg C|||jc|| < 1} and S1 = [x g C| \\x\\ = 1} into T-+1 -Tj as shown in Figure 2 and map E çz C into 3T, so as to extend the map of S1 çz Ax into 3T,.
Sewing these maps together gives a singular proper map of C = F2 into M. Since the map on the annulus Aj can be homotoped rel 9Aj in Tj -U(c7) to the picture in Figure 3 , the map is compactly trivial. If the map is properly trivial, then an extension to a proper map g: F3 -* M exists. Half-balls Bx and B2 in F3 centered at the origin exist so that g '({0} X S1) lies in Bx, g(Bx) lies in some Tk, and g~1 (Tk + x) lies in B2. The ball B2 = B2 -Bx maps into M -((0) X S1). The boundary of B3 contains the annulus Ak = {x G C|& < ||x|| < k + 1), and 3F3 -Àk consists of two disks Dx and D2 where Dx intersects 3F, and D2 does not. We have g|^ is the map on Ak indicated by Figure 2 , g(Dx) çz Tk, and g(D2) çz M -Tk + X. Let r:M-({0}xS')^(Tk + x-tk)-Uk be a retraction. We have rg\Ak = g\Ak, g(Dx) çz dTk, and g(D2) çz dTk + x. Since tori are aspherical, we can homotope rg in (Tk + X -Tk) -Uk to a map agreeing with g on Ak and which carries Dx and D2 into the disks on oTk + x and aTk bounded by Im aAk. The map on 3F3 is trivialized in (Tk + X -tk) -Ukby the map on B3. But a lift to the universal cover of (Tk + X -tk) -Uk shows that this is not possible. Thus the original map of C -» M is not properly trivial.
